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..____He Is not only idle who
othlng, but be Is idle
d
who <JDii~t be better employed.

-Socrates

FREEDOM

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE

V'OL. XXXIX, No. 16

New Helicon Staff Is Formed Goldoni's "Servant Of Two Masters"
Spring Issue Due On May 24
Prof. John Salesses, advisor to
the Helicon, announced Monday
the appointment of a new Helicon
staff, and stated that the new
staff will publish the spring issue of the Helicon by May 24.
Robert Jackson, a junior, and
Gary Randolph, a sophomore, have
been appointed co-editors of the
Helicon by Prof. Salesses, who
that ,the spring issue
ventured
will be comprised of some works
submitted to the old Helicon staff
before it resigned on Apr.il 10 and
of new materials submitted within the last four weeks.
Prof. Salesses stated that student interest in forming a new
Helicon has been considerable,
and voiced the belief that the
short period of time wdth which
the new staff has to work will
not be prohibitive in terms of the
magazine's appearing as scheduled
on May 24.
In an interview with the Anchor on iMonday afternoon, Mr.
Randolph stated that he is urging
all students w'ho wish to submit
works to the Helicon to do so as
soon as possible. The deadline for
submissions d.s May 13.
Mr. Randolph also said that he
"saw no reason why there can't
on
magazines
be two literacy
,:!affipus," a reference to the newly
formed Hydra, an off campus literary magazine oomposed primarily of the Helicon staff members
who resigned on April 10.
Miss Nancy Barry, co-editor of
the Hydra, said that Mr. Salisses'
formation of a new Helicon staff
1

For
May16 Deadline
. •
G0 Id Key AppIICatlOnS
A Gold Key Society is •being
esta·blished on campus this ~pri~g.
The purpose of the orgaruzation
will be to promote the general
welfare of the college by extending a spirit of hospitality toward
visitors, serving as hosts for the
college and as guides for visiting
groups and at all times projectIng a favorable image of the college.
Thirty students will be .carefully selected for this organization consisting of both men and
women. Membership is open to
students of freshman, sophomore,
and junior classes who have a
minimum cumulative ,index of 2.20
and evidence a record of some
prior service to tire college and/or
in extra-eurricular
participation
activities. While all appUcations
and
are welcome FRESHMEN
SOPHOMORES are greatly enmle applications
to
couraged

"speaks for itself," and added
statement
that Mr. Randolph's
of
the advisability
concerning
having two magazines on campus
was not valid since the Hydra is
not officially connected to the
Rhode Island Oollege campus.
In a related matter, .the Executive Committee of the Rhode Island Chapter of the American Association of University Professors
passed a resolution on April 27
endorsing the actions taken by
the former Helicon staff. Prof.
Patrick O'Regan, President of the
Committee, stated that the Committee passed the following resolutions:

Opens 3 Day Stand On Thursday

On May 11, 12, and 13 the RIC
Theatre and the RIC Italian Festival Committee will present The
Servant of Two Mast,ers,. an Italian Farce by Carl0 Goldoni
This Venetian comedy written
I in 1743 is one of Goldoni's ear1iest plays. The work was requested 'by the actor Sacchi who suggested the subject iand played the
title role of Truffaldino. Goldoni's
finest works are set in his native
Venice. His heroes and heroines
class
middle
conventional
are
figures, often quite stereotyped,
but Goldoni does give a lively presentation of people from the less
i.e.,
lower classes;
respectable
porters, waiters, fishermen, and
gondoliers.
"Mask" charFour traditional
acters appear d.n many of Goldoni's plays: Pantalone, the Doctor,
Brighella, and Truffaldino. Pantalone is an old Venetian merchant, senile and lascivious, although Goldoni has made him a
without
model of respectability
losing his essential .comic nature.
The Doctor ;is an educated elderly man who received his law degree from the University of Bolo-

1) We acknowledge the appropriateness of the procedures followed by the students on the editorial board of the He1ioon. They
have acted 'Wlithin the framework
presently provided by College POiicy.

2) We ask that open hearings
be held by the ad hoc committee
established by the Council (of
Rhode Island College) to review
the existing policy on advisement
for student publications. We urge
members of the R.I.C. Chapter
A.A.V.P.

to

attend

these

hear-

:ettheR-whtsetaaPrat.Vtiy

A 11Jeene from

rehearsal

of the

"Servant

of Two

Ma.i1ter11."

''Diversity'' Is Keynote Of Pell Speech
Senator Clairborne Pell addressed the Cap and Gown Day convocation, one of the three major
of the
,convocations
academic
year, on Friday May 1, at 1:00,
in Roberts Auditorium.
The ceremonies began with a
1procession of fu.culty and seniors
Music
in their academic robes.
for the procession was ·provided
by the RIC Wind Ensemble and
consisted of the Coronation March
by Giacomo Meyerbeer. After all
the seniors had entered the auditorium, Rev. J. Richard Peck gave
the invocation.
A musical interlude was provided by the Chalktones' rendition of

Harry Wilson's "He's Got the
Whole World in His Hands." Miss
Lynn Crawley and Mrs. Annette
Schultz, both seniors, had solos.
Dr.
Following this interlude,
Pell
Senator
Willard presented
with the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws. Dr. Willard said
that Senator Pell was most deserving of the degree since he
literally "revitalized the political
scene in Rhode Island." Senator
Pell :was al.so deserving of the
award, according to Doctor Willard, because of his service to
education in the internship program. and in his sponsoring of such
programs as sea grant colleges.

NOW!

Application forms may lbe obthrough the Dean of Students' Offire or from Mr. John S.
Foley, Admissions Officer, Room
113, Roberts Hall. Deadline for
applications is May 16, 1967. Selection of students will •be announced May 22, and fittings for
blazers will be held Tuesday,
May 23.

play

tained

Senator

Clairborne Pell in Friday's

academic

proceiSion.

~a.

Pompous

(Continue,
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WISCONSIN

STUDENTS

SEEK CONTROL OVER

NON - CLASSROOM
The traditional capping ot seniors
was preceded by a ibrief history
AFFAIRS
of previous ceremonies in which
it was physically possible for the
MADISON, Wis. (CPS) - The
President of the College to cap University of Wiscons·in Student
each senior individually. This is Senate voted unanimously
last
no longer possible and, instead, night to sponsor a oampus--wide
the President caps a representareferendum on a 'bill which would
tive section of the senior ,class. abolish all faculty and administDr. Willard also explained tlle ration power over non-classroom
of academic caps and student affairs.
history
gowns. The tradition of wearing
The referendum, binding on ithe
Association
Students
this apparel grew out of the fact Wisconsin
that most students in medieval (WSA), will ,be held May 3. It
universities were clerics. The cler- would give WSA control of all reical gown became the standard ration power over non-classroom
school dress for all students. Gra- student life.
Two weeks ago the Senate passed
dually, schools began to adopt individual styles and this individual- a bill which would have stripped the
Student Life and
ism still exists today in the hoods faculty-student
which are worn by those who Interest Committee (SLIC) of its
have achieved the master's or doc- regulatory powers by May 8. The
tor's degrees. Dr. Willard explain- bill passed by a 19-5 vote, with 2
ed the significance of the colors abstentions.
yesterday,
On reconsideration
in these hoods.
I Dr. Willard further expressed the bill again passed 25-8, with 2
his desire that many of the sen- abstentions. The referendum was
iors continue their education still then decided upon. The measure
to be voted upon would give selffurther.
to
local autonomy
After his speech, the seniors regulating
I were capped 'by each other and six- many campus groups, with the
Association
seniors were Wisconsin
Student
teen representative
retaining broad control powers.
capped by Dr. Willard.
bill was
the original
After
Senator Pell's address was basof every passed last week, Dean of Student
ed on "the hallmark
great civilization that ever suc- .Affu.irs Joseph Klauffman comis un- mented, "While I do not deny
ceeded." This hallmark
From a that there is signifiicant sentidiversity.
questionably
Senator's point of view, accord- ment wdthin the student body for
ing to Pell, this state is a state greater power within the deciI1 with a reputation of 'being the sion-making structure of the uniminded of all versity, and while I 1believe we
most individually
the New England states. He re- are moving in that direction, the
Paa-e 5
STUDENTS
( Continued on Paa-e 15)
1
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EDITORIALS
Absurdity At Providence College
"Shear, and shear alike!" seems to be
the motto of the Providence College administration in the recent long-hair vs.
short-hair controversy at the institution.
It seems that one Gregory A. Smith was a
bit too shaggy to be acceptable at P.C. We
find this interesting in that, judging from
a picture of Mr. Smith, there are at least
several R.I.C. students who are a great
deal hairier, and who have not, as yet been
apprehended as a menace to public health
and morality. In fact, we fail to see why
an inch or so of hair should become so
vital an issue that it is a matter for an administration hearing and threatened suspension of the culprit. Is it so essential to
the administration of P.C. to have absolute
conformity that they dare not risk a single
lock out of order?
The whole issue and the resulting hearings, hunger strikes and the resulting hearpension strike us as being slightly absurd.

Is Providence College an institution of
higher learning or a young man's finishing
school? Is it absolutely essential to the integrity of the college that students must
dress, look, and "shear" alike? There is no
relation between the length of one's hair
and one's academic achievement, nor is it
an infalliable index of one's character.
Is a college where one cannot even decide upon the length of his own hair a
place for free, unrestricted inquiry and intellectual growth? Or is this admittedly
minor and somewhat ludicrous restriction
symptomatic of a pravailing attitude of disapproval towards anything that smacks of
non-conformity? If this is so, then it is time
that the college redefine and re-'evaluate
its aims and its means of reaching its goals,
as well as to reconsider the relationship
between student and college in less authoritarian terms.

P'erverting The Word Protest

...

Educators of the future when reflecting
upon the college and university scene of
the 1960's undoubtedly will take note of
the distinct and sometimes heaited discontentedness that seems increasingly to manifest itself on campuses throughout the
United States. Protests, demonstrations,
boycotts and the like on the part of unhappy
college students are not at all rare in this
day and age - indeed, seldom does a week
go by without news of tumulrt at Berkeley
or unrest at Catholic University.
l!l nine ~ases out of ten it can safely be
asserted that the students have a reasonable if not legitimate gripe, and that their
form of protest is orderly, peaceful and
well - organized. Occasionally, however,
students go too far in voicing their disenchantment, and in doing so not only harm
their cause, but pose potential injury to
society at large as well.
It is in this light that we must examine
a "protest" Jn Columbia, S,C., this week in
which the student body of Allan University
took over the entire campus when its board
of trustees refused to fire a professor whom
the students claim to be unqualified.

That the students have good cause to
complain is not to be contested. News releases this week made it clear that not only
the faculty and administration of the school
as well believe that the professor in question should be released. Even the institution's president voiced agreement with the
general view, and the professor in question
was all but fired when the university's
board of trustees stepped in and overruled
the decision.
It was at this point, however, that the
protest became much more than a protest.
The studeI)-t body retaliated by boycotting
classes, forbidding then entrance to campus - never mind to clas~rooms - of all
non-sy~pathizers, and even w~t so far as
to physically rebuff the president of the
college himself when he tried to enter.
Whether it be the city of Columbia police
force, the South Carolina National Guard,
or whatever, the time has come for some
law enforcement agency to put in their
place a group of students who have set a
dangerous precedent by unduly stretching
the meaning of the word protest. Their
protest. no matter how worthy, does not at
all justify their actions.

An Unfurtunate Mixing of Issues
The Civil Rights Crusade has been turned into a crusade against the War in Vietna:r:n,by leaders such as Doctor Martin
Luther King and Stokely Carmichael.
While we admit they have the righrt to do
this, we feel that their action is endangering the future of the Civil Rights movement.
The Civil Rights movement was originally centered in the South. Its purpose
was to desegregate such things as washrooms, buses, and most important, schools.
The movement spread North and became
a movement to eliminate de facto segregation resulting from the ghetto life of Northern Negroes. Up to this point, the movement had the support of many of the White
liberals. In many places, it was almost a
respected cause.
But now leaders are turning it away
from its principal goal of winning equal
rights for the Negro and into a secondary
goal of stopping the War in Vietnam.
Stokely Carmichael, for example, told
crowds of Colored not to accept their draft

notices. Doctor King considers it his major
duty to end the War.
We repeat again that this goal of ending
the War is a noble one but we feel that the
goal of winning new Civil Rights breakthroughs is just as important. When the
Colored leaders call for a boycott of the
draft, they make it seem that they are asking for special rights. This can not help
them since they are a minority and require

Letters

to the

Dear Edi tor:
"Knowledge is power and a little
knowledge is dangerous."
In Lynda Tisdell's letter to the
editor, dated May 3, 1967, she proan incident with the
mulgated
facts so distorted that she created
a hypothetical problem. Her lack
of consciousness of the facts or her
convenient admission of them was
astonishing. In any means, the admission of so many facts would
lead people to believe that the letter was written with intentions
other then the one proposed by her
namely,
closing
complimentary
It is statements
"SINCERELY."
like Lynda Tisdell's, full of distorand
tions, gross misrepresentations
an utter disregard for truth that
drive nations to war.
However, the purpose of this letter is not to criticize the criticism,
that is, explain what really happened. It will suffice to say that
her letter can be compared to the
original frame of a picture with
the picture removed; that is, the
frame is still original but the
painting was a distorted creation
of her own.
But still the question at hand is
whether or not such an abortion
of truth should go unchallenged. I
am a firm believer it should not.
It is with this conviction that I
am writing this letter. It is for no
other reason. It is not for revenge
because of political damage, for no
damage was done. I was elected
vice president of the sophomore
class, and I am thankful to see
that the class of '69 realized that
the letter was a mere farce.

Editor

In closing, I would like to say
that I feel it is a shame for any
person to be so small as to make
a campus
vindetta
a personal
question. In essence all it can be
considered is a childish defense of
her pride.
Sincerely,
Pete Emond
Dear Editor:
An editorial in last week's Anchor (May 3, 1967), expressed considerable displeasure with the fact
that seniors were unable to "sing"
the R.I.C. Alma Mater at a compulsory assembly which opened the
current semester.
the words of this
Examining
"song" only further enforces my
contention that this work of yesteryear has not only a great absense of meaning to we seniors
who are often encouraged to sing
this "tribute" at compulsory convocations and assemblies, but in
effect, is often contradictory in its
assertion of "Thou guardian of the
sacred shine of truth that makes
us free," and its' "flaming torch of
truth" which is often doused as recent events such as the denial of
student literary expression so blatently illustrates.
Sincerely,
Richard Allen Grilli '67
Dear Editor:
As students at Rhode Island
College, it must be said that the
deplorable colors now existing upon the panels and doors of this
institution do not lend to a mood
(Continued on Page 7)

Viewpoint:
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Not HaveBeenBellerTimed
By LYNNANN LOVELESS
The. administration is to be commended for the ingenious schedulof
ing used in the construction
Level B in the library. The timing
is in complete accord with the
usual administrative procedures: it
is nothing less than perfect. This
last quarter of second semester is
the best of all possible times.
Students have nothing to worry
about or to study for dt1ring this
semester. After all, what are term
papers and final exams? Nothing.
Mere trivia. They can be dashed
off at a moment's notice and reFurtherquire no contemplation.
more, term papers do not demand

exacting research or require books
as a source for such research.
Of course, procuring books at
the library at this time of year is
especially with
an impossibility,
the construction. The library staff,
however, is trying its best to aid
the students in obtaining books.
The wait and pray system that has
been developed is flawless! One
merely fills out a call slip, brings
the slip down to an aide on Level
A, and waits - for hours. All the
needless effort, time, and energy
of personally searching for a book
in the stacks has been eliminated.
A trained aide looks for the book
(Continued on Page 7)
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The Civil Rights leaders claim that the
continuation of the War will hurt their
cause by diverting attention from Civil
Rights. Aren't they already guilty of diverting attention from their movement to the
War?
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E
TO CLOSFOR
HOUSE
Contribution of Italy to Art, Past and Present, COFFEE
STUDENT
UNLESS
SUMMER
On Display In Adams As Part of Italian F·estival

Portrait

of St. Nicholas

by BERNIE DULUDE
Elegance ... , serernty ... , the
beauty or the Old World coupled
with its precality; ithese are the
qualities whicll pervade tlhe ,art
gallery in Adams Library, in contrast to the sterility of the white
angularity of the rest of rthe building. The soul and essence of a
people, captured in wood and on
canvas, are on display as Rhode
Island College mak,es lits first
contribution to the Italian Festival of Rhode Island. The festival
is a statewide endeavor to bring
examples of -the diverse ,contributions of the litalian people to
Rhode Island •an_dthe entire country.
The artworks, which consl:st or
sculpture, tapestry, painting, and
ironware, are from fue collection
of Mr. Angelo V. Rosati, Chairman of R. I. C's Art Department. The old and new of his
country's cultural assets, are juxtaposed in a random, but wellbalanced exhibition. It is entitled,
"Designs of Italy, Past and Present."
Chronologically the oldest pieces
are several
in the exhlbition
Etrus,can Bucchero Vases dating
back to the 5th century B.C.
Ranging in form from chalice to
finger howl, the Etruscan pieces
sihow a Greek influence in their
that
and usefulness
simplicity
characterize the metalwork of the
d~stanrt cousins of the Italians.
They ,represent one of the most
brilliant periods in the history of
tha,t .country, se,cond only to Classical Rome.
The notion of 'beauty wedded to
is further illustrated
practicality
by the sprinkling of Cherubs the beautiful winged children at various points througihoUJt the
exhibit. Reminding one of the fickle Bowman, Cupid, fue angelic
forms, some golden and others
holder
a
have
polychromed,
wherein a candle can 'be placed.
Again the emphasis on usefulness.
Two of them, serene in ,the lustre
of ,carved Clherrywood, retain a
to the hurhythmic faithfulness
man form.
Mitered, with eyes cast heavenward, the portrait of St. Nicholas
dating from the 17th century,
hangs in mute dignity and spiritual majesty among the other objects of the exhibit. The technique of this painting is largely
different from more contemporrelatively
Using
ary methods.
more vehicle in the paint, the
artist applies many thin layers,

and glazing it thereafter wilth a
shellac or varnish, gives the portglossy smooth
rait an unusual
surface, seldom seen in modernday paintings.
Rounding off the representation
of the past are several pairs of
candlesticks, both of poly:chromed
wood and two sterling silver. Two
copper recepticles, one a vase and
are both
a kettle
the other
to look at because of
~autiful
their forms and the intricate deThough
sign of the mealwork.
they have come to be largely decorative, they were once essential
utensils m ·the daily lives of the
Italians.

The other side of the coin, the
New Italy, is shown in fue collage-like display of ladies fasfurs of various
hions. Tinting
kinds, the designers have come
up with some interesting apparel
for the feminine gender, illustrating another side of modern Ltaly.
Similar examples are the ceramic vase of unusual design and a
iron Ghrist figure, a modernistic
study in metal capturing the agony of the crucifilxion.
One section of · the exhibition,
conveying a feeling of demesticity, fea1Jures one cxf Mr. Rosati's
own works, entitled, "Ricamatr.ice." It depicts a young '.lady, in
the process of pa.tiently tatting
a piece of lace. The sof,t yellows
and oranges convey the delicacy
of fue work being done and ·impress one with the beauty of
this horny scene and the placidity
found only in ,creative expression.
Opposite the· painting is a 19th
century croclleted bedspread, w.ith
a delicate floral design and elegant appearance. In a display case
in front of ,them, exrunples can
be seen of Venetian Rosepoint lace
and an embroidered linen sheet,
which might well have ibeen done
by the young l:ady in fue painting.
There are also pieces of jewelry
made of 18-carat gold. A star-like
pendant, teardrop earrings, a ring
resting in the r.ichness of
-all
,oolor and fine
the surrounding
lace and brilliant in the skill of
who forged them.
the artisans
These works of art, 'taken collectively, produce an appreciation in
( Continued on Page 6)

INTEREST
BODYSHOWS

In an interview with the Anchor
last Friday afternoon, Miss Charlene Hall ventured that the Coffee
on rather
House is operating
shaky financial footing and that a
marked increase in patronage is
needed to insure the continued appearance of top rate talent.
Miss Hall, w_ho is the newly apof the Coffee
pointed manager
House, stated that financial. difficulties forced the closing of the
Coffee House in March, and that
despite its reopening on April 16
the Coffee House will close again
for the summer unless an unexin attendance
upsurge
pected
takes place during the remainder
of the academic year. The Coffee
House was originally conceived as
and
a year round proposition
operated without apparent difficonsecutive
for thirteen
culty
months before its closing last
March.
Miss Hall cited fast dwindling
attendance and a resulting inability to pay both workers and performers as a prime reason for the
financial bind in which the Coffee
House presently finds itself. 'rn
April these conditions forced Miss
Hall to appeal to Student Senate
of money
to allow a transferral
from the Coffee House's equipment fund to its contingency fund
in order to offset a deficit which
by that date had become prohibitive. Despite Senate's eventual apthe
proval of that transaction,

Meet The Faculty

United States Helps Shimahara To See People As People
quarters for people being evacuated from the city. His way to
Okayafrom
trip
It was a long
Rhode Island College, however,
ma, Japan, to Rhode Island Col- has 'been full of experiences.
lege, a trip full of experiences for
He met Dr. Cooling in 1958
He was
Dr.· Nobuo Shimahara.
born in Okayama, not far from when he served as an interpreter
Hiroshima. He remembers little of for a group studying comparative
World War II except that it was education. Through a variety of
came to
three o'clock in the afternoon chances Dr. Shimahara
with Theodore Brawhen he was in the third grade correspond
when he learned that the war had meld at Boston University who
in helping
ended. He was unable to eat sup- was later instrumental
per that night. He also remembers him to obtain a scholarship to
that for three years before and B. U. where he received his Ed.M.
two years after the war there and his Ed.D. He received his
schedules for bachelor's degree from Shimane
were no regular
school and that many ~f the class- University in Japan where he marooms had been turned into living jored in pedagogy, primarily the

By Lynnann Lovelese

Dr. Nobuo Shima.hara

philosophy, the principles, and the
foundations of education, and minored in social studies.
He is interested in the development of pedagogical thought in the
United States and was influenced
by Brameld. Before he came to the
states, however, Dr. Shimahara
taught fifth and sixth grades. He
still corresponds with his former
students. When he speaks of the
school system in Japan, he reminds us that it is basically the
same as ours with the 6-3-3-4
grade system.
In 1960 he came to this country
and studied at B. U. His family is
still in Japan and in 1964 he was
fortunate to receive a pre-doctoral
fellowship from the Wenner-gren
foundation for Anthropological Research and was able to return to
Japan to study. He went with Mr.
a FulBrameld who was then
bright Scholar and they studied
the "Roles of Japanese Education
in the Dynamics of Japanese Cultural Change." He said Japan has
changed radically in behavior, attitudes, and technology.
\· The two men therefore studied
two communities in order to focus
on th~ change. The Burakumin
community was most interesting.
I They have been t~e minority
I group in Japan for five or six cenl turies. They don't speak or look
different from other people. Their
difference lies in their occupation
and housing where discrimination
has played its part. Their specialized occupations run in the lines
pedlars.
j of butchers, shoemakers,
(Continued on Page 7)

Coffee House is still approximately
$170 in the red.
Originally the result of the combined efforts of Miss Hall a1'.d
former Rhode Island College students Greg Andreozzi and Dennis
Costa, the Coffee House opened
for the first time on February 14,
1 966. During the following year
the Coffee House presented a wide
variety of folk, jazz, and rock and
roll groups of both a professional
and amateur nature. Throughout
the spring and most of the summer of 1966, attendance remained
impressive (seating capacity is approximately fifty), but in the fall
a gradual decline in the number
Ocof patrons became apparent
casions are now rare when more
than fifteen people are in attendance, except on weekends.
According to Miss Hall, the
quality of entertainment which the
Coffee House offers nightly does
not provide an explanation for the
increasing sparcity of the crowds.
Quite to the contrary, the consistently talented stream of groups
which have performed in the Coffee House would suggest more, not
less, attendance. Within the next
month alone Alex Arabian, The
Coloured Glass, Chuck Kesseon,
Wilson Cosby and others _will appear.
The Coffee House is open seven
nights a week from 8 to 11 p.m.,
25 cents admission
and cha~
·- - "'~~ n
during the w~kah
weekends.

Lambert To Study
In Europe At The
Expense Of NDEA

Denise Lam!)ert

Denise Lambert o{ the Class of
1967 has won a grant from the
government to study at the Universite Catholique de Ouest in Angers, France, as part of an NDEA
She won her grant
Institute.
through- the University of Notre
Dame in South Bend, Indiana, and
will earn eight graduate credits
while she is in Europe.
Miss Lambert is one of only 27
in the country chosen
students
for this honor. She will leave for
Europe on June 12, two days after
graduation, and will stay in Europe until August 18. The grant
will pay her tuition at the Univer(Continued on Page 7)
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Hirth Control Rift
At Boston College

At Cap and Gown Day

PellSpeech
Highlights
ToVietnam
Opposition

by P.aul Trowbridge
BOSTON, May 5 (CPS) - Four
student editors of the Boston Collikely to
lege Height;; appear
disescape serious administrative
ciplinary action for having invited
William
crusader
control
birth
Baird to address students at an
in the
meeting
"unauthorized"
Height;; offiice on April 17.
The Heights action was in di-.
rect defiance of a ruling by Rev.
George Drury, director of student
personnel services, banning any
BC appearance by the controversial Baird. The editors had been
threatened with probation, loss of
position or scholarships, and even
possible suspension.
Heights - administration
The
conflict came to a head Thursday
when the four editors appeared bedisciplinary
a university
fore
board holding a preliminary "open
hearing" on the matter.
Drury recommended leniency in
the editor's case, lbut a final decision on the matter was delayed unEducational
til the university's
Policy Committee will reconvene,
later in May.
200 disgruntled
Approximately
students, however, were locked out
of the unpublicized hearing. Only
some thirty students were able to
attend ¢lue to "space limitations."
During the meeting, students atta;dhed a padlock to the outside of
the locked door. The padlock later had to be cut off.

I are

building a huge new hotel with
American capital. There is an improvement, tiny but perceptible, in
the status of chur.c:hes. Thousands
of tourists are going back and
forth between east and west and
the satellites all want to broaden
with
their trading relationships
the
the west and particularly
United States. There is in short,
* * *
in Eastern
evidence everywhere
We are begining to recognize Europe of the thirst for diversity
that Communism in the Soviet in the human spirit. And it is a
Union has undergone some sub- thirst which we must match with
stantia,l changes because of its own appropriate flexibility and diversinternal conflicts with the human ity in our own policies.
thirst for diversity. After 40 years
On the other side of the world,
of enforced drabness, the Soviet
are of course, faced with a
we
inevitable
Union has experienced
set of circumstances
different
far
internal erosions of morale and
discipline which could only be sat- which testify to the historic fact
of of fragmentation
diversity
isfied by greater
within the Comtastes and expression, in litera- munist world. Chin'ese Communism
ture, in the arts and in a vast is in a much less stable and much
range of economic activities. These more virulent state than is that of
internal changes have wrought a the Soviet Union and Eastern Eumodification of Sovi~t foreign pol- rope and so many of our decisions
icy to which we fortunately have in Asia are based on l'ess hopeful
made appropriate responses.
premises. But even here we recoginter- nize the possibility of change.
I have been particularly
ested in watching the process of
Vietnam, which I know is on the
change in the Communist satel- mind of so many of you, represents
Europe,
lite nations of Eastern
a classic example of political diwhere I have been off and on, for versity, with three internal forces
***
nearly 30 years. In these countries, - the Ky Government, the NaLooking ahead o,n the domestic
which have a heritage of fierce na- tional Liberation Front, and the
scene, it seems to me that we may
tionalism and where communism relatively
amorthough
large,
have to strive even harder to prewas in many cases imposed by out- phous, neutralist
and Buddhist
serve the possibility of diversity in
clear
'becoming
is
it
forces,
side
group - contending for control,
our increasingly complex society.
the wriltings of Karl ivr..arx abetted by two major outside forcwe may succeed in making legal that
of
out
as
are
Friedrich Engles
es, the United States on the one
for diversity, as and
accommodations
date as Ptolemy's Charts would be hand and, on the other, North
we seem to be doing in the field
for the navigator of a jet aircraft. Vietnam backed by China and
.of civil rights, only to find our
There were, to be sure, some im- Russia. Indeed the circumstances
freedom and our opportunity for
portant social reforms imposed in are so diverse that there is room
diverse expression circumscribed
days of Communist rule, for substantial variations of opintechnological the eariy
unanticipated
by
but having benefitted from these ion as to the merit or wisdom of
complications or by the sheer presreforms, the people now are insist- our involvement there, and many
sure of urbanized, megalopolitan
ing on more and more room for PELL SPEECH
P.age 6
society. I have, as you may know,
personal choice, and the governdevoted a good deal of time and
ments are being forced to yield.
effort as a Senator to the problem The centralized, planned econom***
Today, of course, many of the of transportation
in our polutionies are being replaced to an inancient antagonisms which fed the spreading automobile - dominated
creasing degree by a kind of marpassion for diversity of our found- civilization ...
ket socialism where the ruling
ing ,fa,fuers have become blurred by
which
in
sense
another
is
There
forces are demand and supply, protime. But the danger is that they we must keep alive our sense of
fits and wage incentives. My Dinhave been replaced by bigger and diversity in coping -with our eners Club card was good in Czechomay
On Wednesday, May 10th, Rhode
that
more amorphous forces
vironment, and that is in always slovakia, you can buy Coca Cola
Island College iwill be host to the
seem easier to live with but which being ready to push back new
in Bulgaria, and in Hungary they Eastern
for
~sociation
States
in the long run are even more de- frontiers and thus to unlock new
Teacher Education at its annual
structive to the assertion of in- sources of resources to sustain our
Spring Conference. The Associadividuality and diversity. For the burgeoning civilization. The land
tion, a branch of the Eastern
fact is that we live in an age of frontiers of our world are virtuAssociation for Teacher
States
mass consumption, mass produc- ally exhausted,
and we are, of
(Continued from Page 2)
Edu.cation is .composed of Rhode
tion, mass media, mass taste, mass course, making our first assaults
colleges
transit, and mass terror. All of the on space. But 'let us learn to do in of learning. Stop and t!hink! Doors Island and Connecticut
forces of our society are inadver- Inner Space what we are learning were made to be opened, but doors with programs in teac;her educatently conspiring to make us inter- to do in Outer Space. Let us learn that are painted blood red are tion. Rhode Island College student
to live and work 200 feet under enough to make a student turn delegates are: Mary Anne Gorman,
changeable men.
There have been many hopeful water, in Inner Space, with the .and run. The colors now ibeing official delegate; Cynthia DiSano;
DiMeo; Carol Shiro,
and not always fully understood same facility that we are acquir- used would make one wonder if Raymond
that ing 200 miles up above the earth this College's Administration found Cynthia Daniels; Peggy Cambell;
signs from your ·generation
an excess supply of paint and de- Sue Rollins; Michael Lenihan; Al
you do not intend to submit meek- in Outer Space. What interests
T.
Geritrude
Professor
ly _to these forces of mass con- me, as a Rhode Islander, is the cided to rthrow it on ·all of the Berger.
formity. The outward tokens of prospect for a whole new frontier buildings without thinking of a Hanley is Faculty Delegate. The
conference theme is "The Chalare many:
of activity in and under the seas. building's identity.
your individuality
In Our ClassAs a general education require- lenging Tuture
demonstrations,
protest
beards,
The resources locked in our •oceans
long hair, folk music, op a.rt, even are vast by any measure and hold ment, we students are told to take rooms." The keynote speaker is
And like the hall- enormous promise for supplying a Visual A:r,ts 201; this course allows Dr. Virginio L. Piu,cci, Dean of
motorcycles.
at R.I.C.
Studies
marks of other generations before great part of our future food and us to see the world and color Professional
you, yours are asserted as tokens mineral needs. To be utilized they under a new perspe.ctive. You President Charles B. Willard, Dean
require new departures in the ma-· totally undermine this perspective Dorothy L. Mierzwa, and Profesrine science and ·in the field of with your iblood red doors. It is sor Hanley will bring greetings of
oceanology, which I have tried to time for you to realize that paint the College. The Conference !begins
promote in my work in the Sen- is a substance which adds to the with a Coffee Hour and RegistraMay 11 - Faculty Colloquium
May 11, 12, 13 - R.I.C. Theatre ate. But above all they require a beauty iand personality of a cam- tion Period in Donovon Dining
of Two new spirit of diversity and a will- pus; this ,beauty, •because of the Center at 9:00 a.m. and this will
"Servant
Production,
of color be followed by the keynote address
Masters" 8:15 p.m., Roberts Au- ingness to look at our marine en- gra!b-lbag arrangement
does not e:,ci-st at R.I.C. This is a and student discussion groups in
vironment in a new light.
ditorium.
the color the Horace Mrum Hall.
reevaluate
Broadening our sights even fur- plea
Music Recital, Mr.
May 16 th is campus, and if you
After luncheon in Donovon DinThomas Greene on guitar, 1:00. ther to the most basic question of scheme of
Roberts all, namely, survival in the nuclear feel this too lhaxd ia task, let us ing Center, ,the meeting iwill conp.m., Little Theatre,
tinue in Mann· Hall with the final
age, we find, I believe, that the do it.
Auditorium. ·
summary session ibeing held in
Students,
May 17 - Chalktone Concert - key factor may be our willingness
ViSl,lal Arts 2011 the Alumni Lounge in Roberts.
and aJbility as a nation to accept
3:00 p.m., Roberts Auditorium.

It is truly an honor for me to
have this opportunity to come here
today to participate in this Cap
and Gown Day exercise and to
speak briefly to this senior class
which is about to strike out on its
own in an era of considerable uncertainty - and considerable opportunity.
The theme which I hope to
strike here today is one which
you
everything
really underlies
have done here at this excellent
college, founded as it was on the
premise that our state needed a
college of
independent
separate,
general education, which would be
dedicated in good part to the training of teachers and thus imbued
with a very special responsibility
for the future development of our
society.
My theme can best be summed
up by the word "diversity," which
I use to describe not only the variety and breadth of our contemporary world, but also the process
of perpetual change and motion
which is such an important part
of the life of your generation as
it is of mine. Your college experience, I hope, has taught you not
only to accept and adjust to diversity but to welcome it and appreciate it as a positive factor in
the process of history.
There is, of course, nothing new
or startling in this theme. The
and encourageacknowledgement
ment of diversity has been a hallmark of all the great civilizations
that have succeeded, and the abse~~~ uas ueen ~a trait of
those that have not. The quest for
diversity has been a motivating
factor in the growth and development of new civilizatio;ns - notably that encompassed by our own
federal union here in the United
States.

of your own diversity against what
appears to be the drabness and
sameness - or squareness - of
the established social order.
My message to you today is
simply this: please don't abandon
or
your quest for individuality
as
of diversity
your tolerance
soon as you become mortgage-paying wage earners. 'instead, try and
cultivate a capacity for diversity,
whether in fashions or food, literature or the realm of ideas.
It seems to me that we must
always engage in a perpetual inner
struggle against the impulses of
age and responsibility which are
apt to make us less tolerant and
less venturesome, less interested in
diversity and more prone to complacency. Those who would keep
abreast of the future must preserve a more youthful outlook. If
you ca,n succeed in doing so, it
seems to me that this college will
be assured of fulfilling its role of
producing generations to come of
and especially
citizens,
useful
teachers, who will not only be
equal to the challenges of their
time but who will be able to help
prepare successive generations to
be equal to theirs.

diversity as a basic principle of
our relationships with the rest of
thie world. For we live in a pluralistic, diverse world in which our
surVival could very well depend
on the degree to which we accuperceive
rately and realistically
the nature of diverse world around
us.

Colorado Moves
For Abolishment

Of Student Senate
BOULDER, Colo., May 5 (CPS)
- A move to abolish the Universi-.
ty of Colorado's student senate is
being spearheaded by the newlyelected president and vice-president of that school's student government, the Associated Students
of Colorado
of the University
(ASUC).

Conference
Regional·
At R. I. C. Tod.ay

Letters

[urning To RI[

·1

/

Petitions to call a general election on the senate abolition are
being circulated by ASUC president Paul Talmey and ASUC vicepresident Paul Danish, with the
support of former presidents of
ASUC, the Pan-Hellenic Association, and the Inter-Fraternity
Council.
Also supporting the move a.re
the former and present editors of
t!he Colorndo Daily.
The ASUC senate would be replaced by an all-student assembly.
Talmey said the senate "ihas ·been
the ASUC administraretarding
tion's change toward the more intellectual aspects of the university."
"Though I respect a ~ajori ty of
the senators personally," Talmey
said, "I cannot help but feel that
when they get in the same room
together, their IQ's drop by ab6ut
50 points apiece."
A proposal for the establishment
of the assembly has been discussed
in the senate. Talmey said he felt
thie senators might lbe stalling on
the proposal until the final exam
period begins.
He said he thought the senators
wouldn't be very happy about the
petition but ·said he believed therewould be "strong support among
the student body."

Page
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Oi,DirectorOfPentagonStudy, Schwadron Arrangement of 'Artsak Alinu'
MilitaryTo Be Sung By Chalkton.es Wednesday, May 17
AdvocatesAll-Volunteer
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) A leading advocate of albolition of
the draft has proposed a plan to
begin the change to an all-,volunteer military.
In recent meetings with Con. gressional staffers and ,testimony
before the Joint Economic C.ommittee of the Congress, Univerprofessor
of Washington
sity
Walter Y. Oi said that staffing
an all-volunteer military rfor,ce of
2.7 million rwould cost about $4
'
bil1ion a year.
Oi, who directed a recent Pentagon manpower study, adyoca,ted
a two-year extension of the <lraft
instead of the four-year peri:od
proposed by the President's ComService
Selective
on
mission
(Marshall Commission).
He opposed the Marshall Commission recommendation of a lottery system at age 19. Instead, he
advocated a lottery at 21, commenting that "the uncertainty of
the draft is not an unmitigated evil" since it leads to volun,tary enlistments whiah would 'be redu,ced
if the lottery occurred at 19.
enlistThe loss of voluntary

Servant
(Continued

from. Page

1)

ments under the 19-year-old lottery, Oi said, would necessitate
a more than two-fold increase in
the draf,t call.
He also suggested a 71 ,per cent
increase in the compensation of
enlisted men during the first year
of service. It would up the pay
scale from $1,830 per ,year to $3,130 during the first year, with
in succeeding
increases
other
years.
He also advocated flexibil-ity in
the role of tile reserves and the
Naitiional Guard, which would ibe
ready
reduced from a current
force of 1.3 million to a force of
700,000. Pay scales for the reserves, as well as training opportunities, would be increased.
Oi suggested studies
Further,
leading to an integrated military
manpower policy, which would include reseal'.ch on "qua1i.fioation
standards for enlisted men, qualification standards for junior ofin the
ficer . ranks, adjustments
retirement program to permit sebonuses after ten to
paration
twelve years of servjce, variable
enlistment •bonuses fur men who
sign for longer initial tours of
duty, and the possibilities of substituting civilians rfor uniformed
personnel, especially in -the paramilitary and clerical fields."

Top row - Ivy Madura, Ann Kulick, Judy Weidman. Second row - Annette H. Schultz, Linda Firth,
Cathy Boyd, Elaine Bentley, Susan Eddleston, Lynne Crawley. Bottom row - Linda Orzekowski.
Emllla Lopes, Julie Boyagia.n, Marsha. Weeden, Roberta Gonsalves. Missing is Virgina Craveiro.
Cathy Boyd
Secretary-Treasurer
President Annette H. Schultz

The Rhode Island College Chalk- tion "Joy Comes" 'by Dr. Hugo
tones, under the direction of Miss Norden. Soprano soloists will be
Rita Bicho, will perform in ,con- Miss Julia Boyagian and iM.iss
cert in Roberts Auditorium on Lynne Ann Crawley. Miss BoyaWe<!nesday, May 17, at 3:00 p.m. gian will sing "O Mio Baibbino
The program will consist of sixteen Oaro" lby G. Puccini, while 'Miss
selections, ranging from the we 11 Crawley will perform "A Spirit
known melodies of "Summertime" ~ower" by Tipton. All R.I.C. stuand "Try To Remember" to the dents and faculty are invited to
original arrangements of "Artsak attend.
for May 17th, is
The program
Alinu" lby Dr. Abraham Schwadron.
They will also sing the composi- basically as follows:

inclined toward using Latin quo- ><><X><><><><><
tations and generally is a Judicrous figure. BrlgheJ.la,, the InnJUNIOR WEEKEND
jovial
the
represents
keeper,
Dance - May 19
the
much
lmave. Truffaldino,
same person as Harlequin, plays
Film "Hawaii" - May 20
the clownish fool. These four
Boatr.ide - May 21
Mask characters wear traditional
identify their
cootumes which
><><><><X><X><>
roles.
The play offern many opportunitdes for stQCk comedy routines
called lazzi (probaibly from le
azioni, the actions.) These lazzi
are a holdover from the traditional Italian Theatre 'Of ImprovisatioIL The play opens with a form. al betrothal before witnesses. After the ceremony is over, the company relaxes, and the farce begins with •the arr!L.val of Truffaldino. The third act strongly resembles a comic opera ;with its
obvious caricatures of the operatic suicide and r~cognition scenes.
Mozart greatly admired The Servant of Two .Masters, and in 1783
seriously considered it an ,appropriate ,basis for a comic opera.
The English version by Professor Edward J. Dent was produced
by the Amateur Dramatic Society of Cambridge Univers.i.ty in]
1928, wi,tii Michael Redgrave as
lead.
:romantic
the
Florindo,
Withln the· fl"amework of a farce,
the play also tells the story of
two pairs of lovers; Silvio and
Charice, who are young a11-dinnoSenior Mike Chambers gets capped.
_cent, and their countevparts Florindo and Beatrice, h!igher socially
and. more sophisticated.
· The play will be presented OJl •
Miay 11, 12, and 13 at 8:30 p.m.
SAFE DRIVING PAYS OFF
in Roberts Hall Auditorium. Ad~ssion is $1.00 or free with stuWITH BIG SAVINGS
dent identification card.
Tl'l:lffaldin .......... Julian I.Jastowski
FOR YOU
Beatrice .............. Shirley Stoyko
Florinda ............ Steven Jennings
CALL
Clarice .................. Di:an:e Romano
Silvio .................... Paul Remillard
Pantalone .......... Wi1ton Kingsley
Dr. Lombardi ..:..... Joseph Neri
Smeraldina .... Rosalind DiDonato
Brighella .....•.. Bernard Guillette
751-4894
1st porter ........ Romild Rathier
2nd porter ............ Roger Parent
LIFE ..,__ .,.
AUTO - FIRE- ...,
___
Walsh ._ ...
____
1st :waitress
_____________________
____ ...
___ ...
Linda Dickie
........'"Dorothy
waitress ........
2nd

1. "Summer Ti:me"
2. "In The Still Of The Night" Cole Porter
3. "~ight And Day"
4. "Deep River" - No'ble Cain
5. "Charlottwon Town" - folksong - Charles Bryan
6. "Hi Ho Nobody" - Ray ri;;,n.,,,.------i
les - paraphrased on an old
English round.
7. "Try To Remember" - fro~
the "Fantastiks"
8. "Do Lord"
9. "Ai,tsak Alinu" (We Come To
This Land) - arranged by Dr.
(Continued from Page 1)
I
Robert Schwadron and ibased
tained that it is all important to
on an Israeli folksong.
retain the qualitiE;s of individual10. "Joy Comes" - Dr. Hugo Nority throughout the modern presden
sures of "urban technicalities."
11. "Joshuia Fit De Battle Ob
Students must carry out a persisJericho" - concert version of
tent campaign against becoming
a Negro spiritual, arranged by
We
numbers.
security
social
mere
Gain.
Noble
must keep up our campaign agaThe Chalktones also plan to
inst .conformity, keep up our amsing at the Butler Hospital on
bitious goals and execute them.
Sunday, May 14, an annual affair.
If nothing else, college should
I
teach students to adjust to and
accept diversity as "a part of the
contemporary world and history."
One of th.e most important chal(Continued from Page 1)
lenges students accept today is. to
keep alive "the freedom rto <bemo- bill ... could confuse or confound
bile and travel at random by di- that situation."
verse methods and means." As
"SLIC sub.commH:tees ·are alyoung adults it is their duty to ready considering measures and
adapt to the diversity of outer in same cases have made decisions
space and beneath our seas. In which do not differ greatly from
short, Senator Pell feels it is nec- the Senate bill," said SLIC chairessary rto keep· forming ideas in man J•ane Moorman,
asS:istant
order to keep a:breast with the dean of student affairn. "I hope
future.
that these moves already underSenator Pell added that our way are not jeopardized lby this
whole foreign policy is !based on action by the Senate."
After last night's action, a rundiversity. It is the basic principle
of our relationship with the rest iversity spokesman s8!id the Wisstance is
of the world. For example, "It was consin administration's
the late President Kennedy's view to "wait and see" ithe referendum
nation results.
communist
each
that
The spokesman said, "Except
should not be treated as separate
parts of a great evil whole but for the shock value of words like
as individual nations, which they 'student power,' this isn't as radical as it mig!ht sound from <the
are."
Senator Pell advised the Olass outside. The Senate's action is in
of 1967 "never to abandon their line with a lot of things the uniquest for individuality or toler- versity has been striving for."
There are questions as to the
ance for diversity.
of the Student
The convocation closed with an constitutionality
__ , academic procession from the au- Senate's actions which have not
""'
yet been resolved.
ditorium.

Diversity Is "P'art Of Contemporary World"

Students

DAVID P. MASI '60

___
..,
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Three New Buildings To Open Next September
Featuring Carpeted Hallways and Large Ballroom

n Be Lost
ROTCCommissioMay
WarActs
DueTo·Anti-Vietnam

puses have affiliated with ,groups
By JOHN O'BRIEN
LEXINGTON, Ky. (CPS) - A opposing the Vie<t Nam war, but
senior they usually have- ~eased their
University of Kentucky
may be the first ROTC student anti-war activities when warned.
repoot released
A Pentagon
in the na.tion to lose his commission because of his activities in earlier this year stated 1:ihiatasopposi1Jionto the war in Viet N:am. sociation with dissident groups
Don Pratt, a campus leader could endanger a student's chanand avid opponent of the war, ces of getting a commission upon
will not receive a sc'heduled com- gradu:a,tion.
mission as a second lieutenant in
the Army, a saurce close to Pratt
revealed, due to "an agreement
between Don and ROTC officials."
Pratt said he would like to.
join the Peace Corips.
Pratt
that
Lt was learned
agreed ,not to press the matter of
an ROTC commision when confronted by ROTC offioiials 0!bout
his anti.war activities.
When ,contacted aibout the alleged agreement, Pratt said, "I
The new second floor at Roberta.
the
-don't want to embarrass
in
on what will become the main ROTC personnel on campus
fices and equipment rooms.
anyway. Col. Parker (a professor
The first floor of the addition mall of the campus, a new addiscience) was very
of military
will house the Graduate Depart- tion is being put on the Donavon
just abouit it. . . . I just
and
fair
addition,
This
Center.
ment which will move out of the Dining
feel tlhat young men can 'best
library. It will also have several which was started in September,
fight for their country m the
classrooms. The third floor will be will be the new student union and Pea'Ce ·corps."
for the Mathematics Department will lead to a mass exodus of
Pratt stated that he is not a
and will include twenty-two offices many of the student activities now conscientious objector. He d~and another statistics lab. The sec- housed in the Student Center. The ed further comment on t'he comond floor will be a classroom floor new building will include ping- mission agreement.
and these classrooms will be equip- pong and billiards facilities and a
A spokesman in the Pentagon's
vending area. The first floor of Policy and Programs ROTC diviped with coaf cubicles.
Directly across from Mann Hall, the three story addition will be sion in Washington
said that
dominated by a large bookstore. suoh an agreement is unique in
(The old bookstore will probably tlhe history
of processing and
become office space.) Above this denying commissions.
first floor there will be a two
"This -type of situation has not
story ballroom and quite a few come to Ol\.lr attention !before,"
lounges. The Anchor and other the Pentagon
spokesman said.
publications will share the third "The usual reason for cancella,..
floor with a student senate ·room, tion of a commission i,s !inaptitude
a crafts room, and meeting rooms whiah may involve }ack of leadliable to requisition.
ership or some other oompara:ble
This whole addition will be con- problem."
nected to the old part of Donavon
The spokesman said that a
by a passageway.
"board of officers" on the college
This new addition will shift the campus must recommend t'he canwhole axis of the campus toward cellation to make it official. All Haven't you ever noticed that
t,he west and will make the park- recommendations of this type are the difference between popular
ing spots in the "pit" even more reviewed iby the Department of girls and not-so-popular girls ts
that po~ular girls always aeem
undesirable.
the Army in Wiash1ngrt;on.
ROTC students on other cam- poised, assured and self-conBut the old section of the camWADDELL & REED
fident?
pus is not being ignored entirely.
1605 Warwick Ave., Warwick
Well, the chances are good
and six
offices
new
nine
gain
also
sprawl
to
continues
Hall
Roberts
Call 781-4423
girl bas
out in all directions. The new addi- new listening rooms. An added that a self-assured
Please Send Me A FREEGUIDE to MUTUALFUNDS
tion cuts across a favorite short- touch of luxury is provided by a made certain that she can 1ta7
that way every day of the
cut to the parking lots and puts carpeted hallway in part of the
.
:.......................................................................
NAME .....................
month. With Tampax tampon1.
Roberts' back door practically in new wing.
.
.........................................................................................
This spring should see the
ADDRESS_
Whipple.
Tampax tampons help a girl
The new wing will feature two breaking of ground for the third
at her ease every day of
stay
.
CITY ............................................................ Phone ....................... two story rehearsal rooms, one for and largest dormitory yet. Situ- the month.
They're reliable.
be
will
instrumental groups and the other ated just west of Weber, it
When in place internally they
for choral groups. The present ·seven stories high and will include are completely invisible. And
squeeze on classroom space for a college infirmary. It is being de- tell-tale odor just doesn't form.
music classes will be alleviated by signed in such a way that it could
No pins, no pads, no belts, no
the addition of two new class- be used as a co-educational dorm bulges with Tampax tampona.
rooms. The music department will if desired.
They're the modern dis•
,·
proteccreet sanitary
, .,,
tion. Your hands need
I 'I'.
never touch the tampon,
and both the tampon and tts
silken-smooth applicator can be
MusicDirector
PICHIERRI,
DR.LOUIS
flushed away.
You can dance, ride, swim or
Concert:
Second
First Concert:
wear your most attractive
MAY13, 8:30P.M.
SATURDAY,
MAY11, 8:30P.M.
THURSDAY,
clothes any time - and rest asCOLLEGE
COLLEGE ALUMNAEHALL, PEMBROKE
HALL, PEMBROKE
ALUMNAE
sured that your secret is your
CantataNo. 71, "Gott ist mein Konig" Suite No. 1 in C major
Concertoin D minor for Violin & Oboe Cantata No. 51 (for Soprano)
own. Wouldn't that make you
"JaucszetGott in alien Landen"
"Magnificat"
more confident?
ConcertoNo. 3

Would you believe a seven story
dormitory at R.I.C.? How a:bout
two story ballrooms and rehearsal
halls? There are all part of the
present phase of construction at
R.I.C.
The Anchor decided to investigate the building projects under
way or in the planning stages because of the rampant rumors on
campus about the new construction. We discovered that all three
of the additions now being built
are scheduled to be open by next
September. We also discovered
that ground for a new dorm will
be broken very shortly, that architechs for a new Professional Studies building have just 'been appointed, and that J?lans are already
being made for faculty ea ting and
meeting facilities.
Of the three projects now nearing completion on campus, the
first started was the West wing of
Mann Hall. This addition was
started in June of last year by
Company.
Stirling Construction
By the time it is finished, it will
have cost $755,000. The building
will be three stories high and will
also have a basement. The basement will house the computer and
will have seven special rooms serving the computer. It will also include a statistics lab and a machine room as well as several of-

1

-------------

Everyone
likes
a
confident
girl

V
BACHFESTIVAL

1,

MAY 11 thru 14

andOrchestra
CivicChorale
Island
Rhode

Meet Your Conductor Reception
immediately following concert
Invited)
(A_udience

SOLOISTS

Brandenburg
Concertoin B minor for FourViolins by
Vivaldi and as transcribed by Bach
Concertoin A minor for Four
Harpsichords

Soprano
Helen Boatwright
ThirdConcert:
Contralto
Corinne Curry
Tenor
MAY14, 5:00 P.M.
Charles Bressler
SUNDAY,
Bass VETERANS
ChesterWatson
MEMORIALAUDITORIUM
Organ
and
Harpsichord
William Dinneen
"Passion accordingto St. John"
Violin
BarbaraBarstow
available at Avery's,Axelrod's, Ladd's (ThayerStreet and GardenCity)
TICKETS
and Box Office one hour and half before performance.
Single Admission$2.00 - $3.00 - $4.00 - $5.00
Series$5.00 - $8.00 - $10.00 - $12.00
SpecialGroup Ratesavailable- call 521-5670or 461-9735.AdvanceSale only.

otvn.o,.~p ..,
NOW USED SY MILLION'

A Cherub from the Italian exhibit. See story on page three.

TAMPAX®
T"MPAX

ARE
TAMPONS
INCORPORATED,

A.

oocr011.

Qf' WOMEN

av
0Nt..Y
.MAOe
MAS8~
PAL.MER,
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Viewpoint:

the wisdom and effectiveness of
your decisions will depend to a
great degree on the breadth of vi(Continued from Page 4)
sion which you bring to the task.
because
simply
that,
believe
of us
You, as the future educators of
complex,
so
are
the circumstances
our state and nation, will be enprinciple being fol- we must be highly selective in our countering in your daily work, the
one must show him something in .conflict. The
broad specto be that military efforts if they are to be whole magnificently
rtiha,t point of view that he can lowed presently seems
civilization,
of American
a spectacle one effective. I, myself, believe that trum
bizarre
more
the
estabmust
One
with.
sympathize
have tended to escalate too with its rich diversity of ethnic
we
of
amount
the
greater
the
creates,
lish a feeling of communication
The fact rt!hat much and too sharply - partic- and cultural backgrounds, and it
between himself and t'he person attention attracted.
peace ularly with regard to the bombing will be your job to mold and shape
attention
the
of
most
he is trying to persuade. This is
receive is either of the north - and that the war the minds of a new generation acof what demonstrators
the opposite
exactly
may have become needlessly en- cording to your own vision of the
are doing. unfavorable or mocking, does not
student demonstrators
demonstra- larged as a result. I am very cer- future.
The average American, relaxing seem to !bother most
As I contemplate the challenge
are merely inter- tain of one thing, and that is that
in rthe evening with a copy of the tors If pacifists
picture in the any final stabilization of Vietnam which faces you, I am reminded of
Daily News (or the New York ested in getting their
have to be comprehen- a statement in far better words
is dis- papers, they should continue fol- is going to
Times, for •that matter)
sive in nature in order to take in- than I' myself could conjure up,
course.
present
their
lowing
photograph
a
sees
he
gusted when
to account the many diversified made by our late President John
of bearded, !Ullwashed demonstraHowever, if t'hey are sincerely factions and forces. There can be F. Kennedy, on an occasion quite
tors parading around rwith poorly- interested in ending the most in- . no simple solution, as I see it, and
similar to this at the University of
lettered signs. The veteran, who
sane and barbarous war the United the ultimate political solution will Denver in 1958 when he was still
has served his country bravely and
has ever .waged, they probably have to be a government
a Senator: "It is within your powwell, is angered iby the spectacle· States
persuading that reflects all the diverse groups er to see," Senator Kennedy said,
of young men !burning draft cards. should concentrate on
in- "that schools no longer produce
misunder- people of the logic of their posi- and forces in South Vietnam,
citizens,
Law-abiding
Liberation
rwhat eluding the National
mathematical illiterates - or stustanding or disagreeing with the ti-on, rather ,than creating
Front. This is not an ideal solu- dents who can identify all the
principle of civil disobedience, are might be called, "political happention, I realize, but I ,think it is a wives of Henry the Eighth, but
frightened by the sight of college ings." Speeches, leaflets, rallies
one - and a possible one! not the countries bordering Afrealistic
effect.If
an
have
do
debates
and
such
To
students defying police.
are but a few brief ex- ghanistan - or scholiars whose edThese
such
use
to
were
paoifists
all
rtJhey
people, these "beatniks" (,as
of how the principle of di- ucation has been so specialized as
probablry call .them) represent a methods (which, admittedly would amples
versity effects our well being and to exclude them from participathreat, not only to national unity, require more thought ·and lbe less
fun than most present-day demon- survival on a national and world- tion in current events - men like
but ,to their very way of life.
are to strations), their cause might have wide scale. In giving these exam- Lord John Russell, of whom Queen
If -peace demonstrations
mean to stray from Victoria once remarked that he
succeed at all, they must be con- a chance. If they merely continue ples, I do not
element and would be a better man if he knew
ducted in a more rational manner. creating <bizarre spectacles, people the individual human
the class of 1967 a third subject, but he was interfrom
particularly
deride
and
them
at
laugh
will.only
in
pacifists
of
group
a
Recently,
For it is ested in nothing but the ConstituNew York launched ,a yellow sub- t!hem. It may be fun to launc,li at Rhode Island College.
but human you who will be helping to make tion of 1688 and himself." "Civilmarine as a protest against the yellow submarines,
Kennedy conlives - and our country's honor future decisions about future ad- ization," Senator
war - an action which attracted
versaries and future Vietnams, and cluded, "is a race between educa·quite a bit of publicity, ibut prob- - are subjects far too important
tion and catastrophe. It is up to
ably did not persuade anyone of to use as an excuse for having fun
done. Yet Japanese education has you to determine the winner."
attention.
the immorality of the Vietnamese or attracting
at least taken the first vital steps.
As you leave here today, I ask
Dr. Shimahara himself is very you to hold before you this view
I was going to begin in April.
Again, the timing was perfect. willing to admit and talk about his of education as the essential force
Why wait until summer to con- prejudices which he said probably which can save civilization from
(Continued from Page 2)
while developed because he hadn't had a disaster. It points up in the most
while you wait, and wait, and wait struct the ceiling? Strike
when you chance to know different people. urgent terms the need to look beBuild
hot.
is
iron
the
is
book
the
that
discover
to
only
he yond yourself and the narrow conout or that it is in the section un- have a chance. The concern for In Japan, for example, he said
that had a rather narrow perspective
fines of specialized subjects like planning
the
and
students
the
is
book
the
If
der construction.
the Constitution of 1688. And it
Korecomagainst
are
decision
prejudiced
a
was
such
and
into
went
you
area,
located in the disaster
the ultimate reason for
provides
didn't
he
that
say
because
only
can
Chinese
One
and
ans
mendable.
will have to return in a few hours
has know them. The cross-cultural ex- cultivating a capacity for accomto see if it is in because the aides once again the administration
in modating diversity in a world of
periences he has undergone
lived up to its reputation.
can only enter the area when the
America, however, have widened vast and complicated challenges.
workmen are not working. It is
his perspective and he has been
sort of a preventive insurance proable to become acquainted with
or
cedure. So you return in three
the cultures and values of various
four hours, regardless of the fact
people.
(Continuted from Page 3)
that you have a class and find that
(Continued from Page 3)
As he said, he is becoming "a
magical three letter word, "OUT," Seventy per 'tent of them are on
He is now able sity and all her expenses including
scribbled across your slip. Actual- economic aid. The tremendous li- universal person."
not "in terms of her lodging with a French family
ly, the efficiency of the call system mitations of the ascriptive kind of to look at people
but as "per- and frequent trips to places of inat Adams has completely outdone caste system which has been in ethnic background"
in do- tere~t in the region.
comfortable
"feel
and
sons"
seventhe
since
Japan
in
existence
It
Public.
Providence
the
of
that
The purpose of the gr;rnt, accountry
this
that
said
He
so."
ing
rather
placed
has
century
teenth
is really remarkable.
to Miss Lambert, is to give
cording
belearning
of
type
this
for
best
is
for
The call system, however, is sur- a strain on their opportunity
try to under- her a chance to make a comparihere
people
cause
passed by the library's clever plan social mobility.
son between French students and
other cultures.
Dr. Shimahara said it was a small stand
of the study
for the arrangement
Yet Dr. Shimahara is a clever American students. For part of
culture
his
of
problem
serious
but
extreme
of
person
cartels. Only a
and cunning person - at least in their stay in France, the institute
could and that it was the role of Japaand foresight
intelligence
the way in which he learned En- members will be counselors at a
group
this
help
to
have devised the study in the cor- nese education
He wanted to learn English I French camp for children.
glish.
ridor scheme. The layout is condu- achieve equality and emancipation.
Denise is one of the Lambert
so he could come to the United
cive to quiet, secluded study. The He again pointed out that Japan
States. In order to have practice twins. She comes from Cumbercrowded corridor is the perfect had made attempts in both formal
speaking English he pretended to land and graduated from Cumberplace for the desks. The sagacity and informal education for the
be a Christian so he could talk to land High School. After her sumattempts
radical
group,
minority
evident.
is
of such a plan
and learn the mer in Europe, she will teach
the missionaries
made
been
have.not
says
he
which
the library staff
Nevertheless
one way to grades three and four in the Cumthat's
Well,
language.
minority
for
States
does try. They do everything in in the United
do it and he did learn the language berland school system.
their power to aid the student in a groups.
the United States.
The formal educational system and come to
courteous, polite- manner. Either
a unique person,
rather
is
He
the
called
is
Burakumin
the
for
or
"sorry,"
is
word
favorite
their
willing to
they have a rather limited voca- Dowa Education. It primarily ad- very cordial and very
R.I.C.
bulary. Their vocabularly limita- mits Burakumin children into the get to know people. He likes
'
tions, however, are matched by schools and tries "to combat pre- and thinks the campus is beautiful.
End them all
years
two
for
U.
B.
at
taught
He
Again, judice and discrimination" through
by selling Ice
their sentence structure.
Creamthis summerfrom a profthey prefer the brief, one word an established program in order to before coming here and he said
buildings,
huge
it-proven mobile ice cream
form - "Sorry," Yes, the library break down "the ideological cells that they have "all
truck. You're on your own with
staff and the administration are to that are very hard." On the in- no campus."
proa completemoney-making
Among his hobbies are swimbe praised for the way in which formal level the Burakumin have
gram.
established their own groups, two ming and mountain climbing. He
they are handling the situation.
several
The tact and diplomacy with on the national level with local climbed Mt. Washington
chapters. As Dr. Shimahara said years ago. He is also interested in
which the plans for construction
baseball which is only natural bewere announced to the student it is a process of "enculturation"
The cause he said it was the most popStudents with inclusive socialization.
body are praiseworthy.
or a descriptive
For further information
were informed w~Il in advance. Emancipation Movement, as it is ular sport in Japan.
brochure, colt or write:
becoming
is
Shimahara
Dr.
Yes,
complivery
a
however
is
called,
one
discover
just
not
did
They
MANLEY COLONIAL
that universal person and he has
day that Level A was closed and cated problem. The Bukuramin
A Subsidiary of H. P. Hood and Sons
Okafrom
492 Rutherford Ave. (rear),
experiences
many
had
ideology
Marxian
a
that they would have to send for have acquired
Boston, Mass. 02129
(617) 242-5300
books. They were told months with the caste and class interpre- yama to Rhode Island College to
him.
help
be
to
tation. There is still much
' ahead of time that construction

Pell Speech

Demonstrations Too Often Hurt The Cause
The United States Army - that
grand old ,symbol of liberty and of
the eternal vigilance which •is its
is presently destroying
price villages, herding people into concentration camps, burning ,children
alive, ruining farmlands, and killing thousands of innocent people;
all for the sake of maintaining a
dictatorship in a tiny Asian country that the average American
hadn't even heard of several years
ago. It's the official position of
the United States government, that
Sout'h Viet , Nam must be kept
"free of Communist agression" even though the citizens of that
country have always lived under
one sort of domination or another,
and even though a Communist
take-over .could not concieiv1rbly
worsen the squalid lot of the averTo this end,
age Vietnamese.
of
numbers
endless
seemingly
American troops are sent to Viet
Nam, and to support this drain
on our troop power, the draft is
constantly being increased and the
and mental
rmmmum physical
standards necessary for induction
into the Army, already ridiculously low, have been reduced still
further. A spirit of militarism and
mobilization pervades the country,
Wlhich makes the uneasy years of
the post-Korean "oold war" seem
and
like a period of tranquility,
there seems to be an almost hysterical atmosphere of communistbaiting unequaled sirrce the McCarthy era.
While most Americans - for
reasons I fail to understand appear •to support our government's posi,tion on Viet Nam, there
is an extremely militant minority
which stands in direct opposition
to it. The views of these "nonmost
expressed
are
believers"
vocally by college students - by
such methods as "peace marches,"
"teach-ins," and draft-,card burnings. While I heartily agree with
I
the views of these students,
question the effectiveness of ,such
Indeed, it seems
demonstrations.
as if, instead of persuading the
American people of the validity of
pacifist ideas, the student demonare succeeding only in
strators
aligning the public more firmly
behind established U.S. policy.
The reason for this is simple.
In order to persuade a person to
agree with one's point of view,

Construction

Shrm·ahara

Lambert

•

tuition
worries?

I
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Gorgone Spins Six Hitter,
Beats Plymouth, 8-4
Ray Gorgone pitched his third
straight complete game and limited opposition hitters to six hits
in the process as the Rhode Island
College baseb'all team evened its
league record at 4-4 by defeating
Plymouth State College 8-4 on
April 29 at Plymout'h.
Gorgone survived a rocky first
inning in which Plymouth scored
three runs, and then rode !home
behind a ten hit Anchormen barrage against three Plymouth pitchers. The victory ended a three
losing streak and
game R.I.C.
upped the Anchorman's record for
the season to 6-6.
The Anchormen wasted little
time in getting on the scoreboa11d,
Bob
starter
Plymouth
reaching
Peacock for two runs in the first
inning. Sam Besachio singled with
one out and eventually scored on
a pa1r of Plymouth errors for one
of the runs, and centerfielder Chris
Swistak accounted for the other
by clouting the first R.I.C. home
run of the season.
Plym'outh was quick in retaliating, however, as Peacock himself
drilled a two run double in t:lhe
bottom of the first to tie the score,
and ilater scored himself t.o give
Plymouth an early 3-2 lead.
The score was deadlocked at
4-4 going into the eighth inning
when the Anchormen broke loose
with a four run flurry that brought
the victory. Four walks, four hits,
and a halk by Rick Hutchings, the

The loss to Lyndon came on the
final game of a planned three
game swing through northern New
(foul
and Vermont
Hampshire
weather forced one of the games
to lbe cancelled), and was punctuated by a brilliant one hit pi,tchRay Gorgone
by Lyndon's
ing performance
pitchers,
last of t:lhree Plymouth
Chuck Adams. Adam yield only a
comprised the game winning rally. fourth inning infield hit to R.I.C.
Co-captain Ron Razza's two run leftfielder John Deluca and struck
double was instrumental in the 1big out ten batters en route to his
eighth inning.
near masterpiece.
The box score:
PLYMOUTH
Adams received impressive offenR.I.C.
ab r h bi
ab r h bi
5 0 0 0 sive ba,cking from his teammates
5 0 2 2 Kent, rf
Razza, 2b
5 I I I Hutchins, lf-2b-p
Besachi<>, rf
as Lyndon clubbed four R.I.C.
3 I O0
Pontarelli, rf 0 0 0 0
5 I 2 I Plante cf.If 5 I 1 0 pitcllers for fourteen hits and saltFuoroli, ss
2
2
I
4
p-cf
5 1 I 1 Peacock,
Swistak, cf
twelve
4 1 I 0 F'sy'he lb-2b 4 0 0 0 ed away the win by scoring
Roche 3b
DeLuca 1 If
c
Fantozzi,
Gori.one p

2 2 0 I Broadbent 3b 3 0 1 1
.4110
3 2 I I Rossss
3000
3 0 0 0 Riss,2b
Chick,p
Buelow, c
Sanbome, 2b
Cloe, lb

Caffrey ....................
Razza ......................
..............
Pontarelli
Gorgone ..................
Wnuk ......................
Mc Getric:k ...... ......
Champagne ........ ....

G
3
1
7
5
7
3
2

TOTALS ........ 14

60

PITCIDNG
R
IP
CG

0
0
2
3
2
0
0
7

0000
3 0 I 0
O OO0
10 0 0

35 4 6 3
36 8 10 7 Totals
Total,
200 020 04-0- 8
R.I.C. ----···-············"· 300 001 000- - 4
PLYMOUTH
E - Swistak, Roche, Broadbent 4. LOB
R.I.C. 6, Plymouth 7. 2b - Razzi, Fantozzi,
Peacock, Broadbent, Ross. 3B - Peacock.
HR - Swistak.
SO
IP HRERBB
6 4 3 4 6
9
Gorgone (W)
84328
7
Peacock
1-1 I 3 3 3 0
Chick (L)
1-2 I I 1 I 0
Hutchins
WP - Gorgone, PB - Fantozzi. HBP Gorgone (Buelow(. Balk - Hutchins. T 2:35.

433

14

The

One road trip ended and another began in equally disastrous
fashion as the Rhode Island College baseball ,team was swamped
12-0 by Lyndon (Vt.) College on
April 30 and 12-2 by New York
University on May 4.

'.:a:B:8:-B::t
:a:a:8
i:a:e:e:a:o:o::e::a:o:a:e::a:Ha:Ei'.><:S~:8:~:S::0:a::a:roi
BASEBALL STATISTICS
· (Through Games of May 4)
IDTTING
RBI
H
R
AB·
G
5
15
8
45
Besachio ... ................... 14
8
13
2
41
Deluoa .......................... 14
0
2
0
7
DePasquale ...... ............ 6
6
14
8
49
Fuoroli .......................... 14
4
9
12
42
Swistak ........................ 12
6
11
7
53
Razza ........................... . 14
2
9
7
46
Roche ............................ 14
8
6
5
32
Fantozzi ....................... . 11
5
7
4
41
Gorgone ....................... . 14
2
3
4
27
Marchand .................... .. 13
1
2
3
24
Pontarelli ..... :............... . 10
0
0
0
1
Romans ....................... . 3
0
0
0
1
Zavier ........................... . 3
0
0
0
2
Champagne ................. . 6
0
0
0
3
Catugno ....................... . 3
0
0
0
3
McGetrick ................... . 3
0
0
0
4
Marzelli ....................... . 5
0
0
0
12
Wnuk ........................... . 8

TOTALS

Lyndon Pitching, N.Y.U. Hitting
Prove T'oo Much For Anchorman

0
4
0
1
16
30%
19
30½
37
34
8
9½
311.i 4
112%

84

ER

.333
.317
.286
.285
.215
.208
.196
.188
.171
.111
.083
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.208

47

90

AVG.

Won Lost E.R.A.

0
0
7
16
18
6
3

0
0
2
2
2
0
0

0
0
3
2
3
0
0

0.00
0.00
2.05
4.75
4.76
5.79
8.11

50

6

8

3.99

Lowest Price on Gas

s EssoStation
VinnieDuva'
AVENUE
435 MOUNT PLEASANT

ESSO EXTRA32.9
ESSOREGULAR28.9

N.Y.U. box score:
R.I.C.

Ra:zza, 2b
Roche, 3b
Fuoroh, ss

ab
3
5
5

N.Y.U.
ab
r h bi
0 I 0 Kurek, 3b 5
0 0 0 Cardasis. cf 4
0 2 0 Kempel, lb 3

r h bi
2 2 I
3 3 3

I I 2

i\,t ?Ag
~tpt4 ?0 ?2 80 ~dlt:.'tl.
i::i~·.
Ippolito, ss 4 2 3 0
Deluca, lf

Marchand, I b I O O O Szewczyk, rf 3 I O 0
McGetrick, p I O O O Mishkin, c 4 I O I
1 0 0 0 Lenowitz, p 3 I I I
a Besachio
Caffrey,

p

b DePasquale
Fantozzi, o
Xaxier, lb
Gorgone, p-lb

OOO0

I OI I
3 0 I 0
OOO 0
4 I 2 0

OOO0
35
35 2 8 I Totals
Totals
a Hit for McGetrick in 7th, ground
b Hit for Calfrey in 8th, singled
c Ran for Gorgone in 9th
R.I.C. ..,_..,.......................... 000 000
N.Y.U. ................................ 050 123
c Romans

John Deluca

runs in the first ·four innings. F.our
different !batters had two ruts apiece for Lyndon, led by Frank
Coggins ,whose three ,run homer
highlighted a six run outburst in
the fourth inning.

12 11 18
out
110- 2
Olx-12

~ 1~~~t

ke~:rre:~wR!'
8elibe!~d
Gorgone and Marchand. LOB - R.I.C. 10,
N.Y.U. 6. 2BH - Cardasis 2. HR - Cardasis. SB - Ippolito 2.
SO
IP HRERBB
~(1~frick (L)
Caffrey

ti Oi Oi O3 iI 0g

I

I 1 I O 2
I
Pontarelli
8 2 I 4 10
0
Lenowitz (W)
HBP - By Gorgone (Kempel 2). WP Gorgone, Leno'l)'itz. PB - Mishkin.

The N.Y.U. game marked the
beginning of •a three day R.I.C.
sojourn to the New York City
Janus Notices
area. The hometown Violets ,did
not come up with a pitching performance which could compared to 1) JUNIORS - retakes for year-Adams', but they pounded out
book pictures will be taken next
eleven hits to make the afternoon's
week. All students who wlah to
starting
for
easy
Despite ,persistent rain and hail task relatively
which tried Uierally, figuratively, 'pitcher Ron Lenowitz.
have retakes must sign up on
was the most
· Jim Cardasis
and unsuccessfully to put a damoutside the
the list provided
per on the afternoon's ,pro,ceedings,
the Pigfeeders slashed their way troublesome hitter for a quartet
May 12.
Friday,
by
Office
Janus
had
he
as
pitchers,
t,o their second victory of the sea- of Anchormen
son last Sund:ay afternoon by de- two doubles and a home run in
5-4. four t·imes a,t bat to knock in 2) ALL STUDENTS - any lnd1feating Cusano's Restaurant,
three runs and score three as well.
vidual who solicits an ad for
A well hit if soggy single by
Lenowitz. shut out R.I.C. over
John Rose scored Carmine Sarra- the first six innings, but the Annext year's Janus will receive e.
cino from third ibase to give the
chormen pushed across an un15% commission on the a.mount
Pigfeeders t:lhe win. And, for the earned marker
in the seventh
Pigfeeders, a one run victory is the and scored again in the eig;hth on
charged the advertiser.
a pinch hit by Rick DePasquiale.
sweetest victory of all.

Piigfeeders Win

From The Sports Desk:

Cincinnati P'itching _Could Make
N.L. Flag Chase Less Than Frantic
one looked during
Everywhere
the month of April it appeial'ed
that the 1967 'baseball season was
destined to ,be one of the weirdest
and most unpreclicta,ble in history.
In Minnesota, Tony Oliva had to
wait a whole week for his fi.Tst
home run, and they saw it dwindle
to a single when ihe passed a ibaserunner who was strangely reluctant to depart from first base. In
Baltimore, Steve Barner and Stu
Miller ,combined to throw a nolµtter at the Detroit Tiigers, but
the Orioles fost 2-1 on two ;walks,
a wild pitch and an error in ,the
ninth inning. And in Boston the
Red Sox were tied for first place
when, of all people, Jose Tal'tabull
singled home two runs in the bottom of the fifteenth inning to defeat the white-shoed Kansas City
Athletics, 11-10.
Similarly · lacking in harmony
have been rthe pennant races, although it undoubtedly is early to
place much st.ock in the form
which each of the twenty teams
has displayed thus far. Indeed, the
American and National Leagues
have exchanged s,cripts to this
point, tile former manifesting a
race m which no one is more than
the length of a head first slide
from first place, while the historiNational
cally closely contested
League flag chase has seen the
Cincinnati Reds easily outdistance
the rest of the pack.
If the likewise

unexpec;ted con-

tributions of Mel Queen are an
accurate indication, the National
League pennant race may remain
every bit as sedate as it has been
so far. Queen ipi>tches for the Cincinnati Reds, and although he has
not as yet passed a baserunner
or pitched a no--hitter, his efforts
have been at least as significant
,as Oliva's or Bai,ber's in temis of
the impressive 17-7 record which
the Reds ,boasted after last Saturday's 4-3 triumph over the Atlanta
Braves.
Queen seemingly has become
one of those rare major leaguers
who have s~ccessfully made the
transition from an outfielder to a
pitcher. '.I'o be sure, the conversion
was more by necessity than by
choice. Save a brief period of success as a pinchritter in 1964, Queen
himself not at all
distinguished
with the bat during his first three
uniform,
years in a Cincinnati
sporting an average
consistently
below .200.
therefore,
season,
last
Late
Reds' manager Dave Bristol, an
unusually adept juggler of personnel, decided that Queen should
try his hand at pitching. Impressed
by Queen's rifle-like throwing arm,
and nonplussed by the cataclysmic
results of prior attempts at shifting strong armed flychasers to ,the
mound, Bristol correctly aalculated
that Queen had the equipment
necessary to ,be a respectable addition to Red's depleted ,pitching
corps.

Queen has been more than respectable to this point m 1967. His
won-lost record is 4-0, his earned
run average is a tidy 2.10, and
in 25 2,/3 innings he has struck
out 24 batters while walking only
six.
Billy McCool, Sammy Ellis, Jim
Mialoney and Gary Nolan have
never played the outfield, but their
adeptness at propelling a 'baseball
toward home plate at a high rate
of speed and accuracy is no le.ss
impressive than Queen's. McCool
has hurled 21 innings 1:ih'llSliar and
has struck out as many hitters.
after a poor
Ellis, rebounding
showing in 1966, 'boasts a 2.27
E.R.A. Maloney, the dean of the
staff alt!hough he is only 28, can
·be counted on for at least 15 victories, while Nolan, an 18 year
old who pitched in high school
•last year, has thrown hard enou~h
,to fan 25 hatters in the 21 mnings
he has pitched so far under the.
big top.
these five young
Collectively,
and so far consistent flamethrowers give Cincinnati the most impressive pitching staff in the entire
league. And, as the scores of
variations on Connie Mack's "pitching is 75% of the game" so
accuratel_y have indicated, pitching
wins pennants. Only four weeks
after most of <the experts pegged
them for sixth place, the Cincinnati
Reds seem to have all the ammunition necessary ito finish :Mvepla,oes
higher than that.

